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Introduction 

The trajectories of national and international travel and tourism and increased 

concern for both cultural and natural heritage have long run in a kind of 

uncomfortable parallel catalysed by the technologies of print and physical and virtual 

mobilities.  In denoting a building or monument as ‘heritage’ we are explicitly 

highlighting its value to a wider constituency and providing it with status and visibility. 

Not surprisingly, human curiosity is raised and the propensity to visit is increased 

when it is marked out as ‘heritage’ – the transformation of a site to a ‘sight’. Add to 

this another layer of symbolism that speaks of an ‘extra-specialness’- a global 

significance, a heightened importance, possessing a rarity value and being a product 

of a process of expert examination etc. – and then a heritage site or ‘world’ heritage 

site, would appear to increase its potential to attract tourists.  

With growth in the number of World Heritage Sites and continuing growth in 

international tourism the relationships between would at first appear to ever more 

entangled and in some cases, ever more strained.  It is of course the case that some 

World Heritage Sites and their communities are placed under intense environmental 

and social pressures both from the sheer volume of tourists and just as importantly, 

from the development of infrastructure associated with the tourism sector. Attention 

is easily drawn to the likes of Venice which indeed suffers under an excess of visitor 

pressure. But of course there is no simple cause and effect relationship at work in 

Venice or anywhere else. Venice was experiencing significant visitor numbers before 

its inscription as World Heritage, existing as a popular destination for several 

centuries. While there may well a case for arguing that for some tourists and some 

tour operators, the attraction of the place is its UNESCO appellation, for the majority 

it is just Venice – a place, with its attendant beauties and myths that have long 

circulated in the global imagination. To put it another way, if we can conceive of 

removing the status of World Heritage it is highly likely that this would do little to 

dissuade its tourists; a majority that dearly love the place.  
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Relationships between World Heritage Sites and tourism/tourists are complex, 

dynamic and nuanced. Some parts of some World Heritage Sites are more attractive 

or have greater meaning than other parts. Actual patterns of visitation reveal visitor 

‘hot-spots’ – accentuated by tourism promotional literature and media visibility – but 

also ‘cold-spots’, at the margins or away from the more spectacular sites. Even in a 

place like Venice at the height of the tourist season, there remain quieter areas. Of 

course, guides and guide-books rely on the well-trodden narratives of a site, 

predicated as they are on its ‘must-see’ components.  With open and largely free 

access, it is indeed difficult to avoid visiting a site that is defined by and valued for, its 

superlatives.   

Community discontent in the face of the negative social and environmental impacts is 

also more complicated as is sometimes portrayed in the literature. In the first 

instance communities within or adjacent to World Heritage are seldom static, 

homogenous entities. Some have learned to tolerate tourists, others in various 

measure, are hostile, while others still maybe quite unconcerned and far from being 

engaged with the very concept of World Heritage. Emotions and reactions ebb and 

flow as pressures and tensions rise and fall with the tourist season and over the years.  

At the same time and even with a dislike of tourists, many communities are 

dependent upon them and are invested in economies that are not easily dismantled.  

And of course, many sites and communities actively seek World Heritage status as a 

lever for tourism development as a sort of automatic gain that rarely follows without 

substantive resourcing and strategic planning.  In essence, the complicated relations 

shared between World Heritage and tourism demand that we fully contextualise 

locales and interrogate the wider history and sociology of a site so that we are not 

solely led by the power of the UNESCO inscription. 

The UNESCO World Heritage label retains its core function to protect sites. 

Designation does not promise or deliver resources outside of the state party, nor does 

it promise economic gain, nor necessarily, community cohesion.  Nevertheless, it does 

possess striking symbolic power and political currency. How these attributes are 

utilised are largely in the hands of respective owners/managers of a site, which 

frequently is the State. This comes across in Anna Titova’s article and the case she 

draws upon of the Suomenlinna Fortress in Finland.  Embedded in the wider 

strategies of marketing, communications and interpretation, are the responsibilities 

to communicate the significance of World Heritage Sites as well as the leverage that 

designation brings as a ‘brand’ to deliver sustainable forms of tourism that balances 

the experience of visitors, benefits to the local community and the protection of the 

heritage.  

There is an on-going shift in the dialectical relationships between how heritage is 

being ‘produced’ and ‘consumed’. The idea of an ‘authorised heritage discourse’ 

remains powerful and persuasive and despite significant changes in UNESCO’s 

strategy over recent years, is very much embodied in the World Heritage system.  But 

what can certainly be observed is that tourists are very much engaged in a sort of co-

production of sites through their acts of consumption. Official narratives of World 

Heritage, rooted in whatever notion of historical fact, are capable of being re-

interpreted. Through tourist practice and performance, new scripts and new 

meanings of heritage are layered upon old. As Rawan Osman discusses in relation the 
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Cordoba World Heritage Site, tourists are re-making meaning at sites where there are 

multiple and often contested narratives at work. Tourists do not encounter heritage 

sites as empty vessels but with their own values, expectations and plans. They absorb 

and deal with the intangible aspects of heritage as well as the tangible. This raises 

searching questions for many World Heritage Sites that have focused on standard 

narratives and interpretation of the material culture whilst by-passing the immaterial.  

The theme of World Heritage being re-cast and re-imagined by tourists is increasingly 

pervasive. The inevitability of tourism and tourists along with their increasingly 

diverse motivations and behaviours is something that all heritage sites have to deal 

with and manage, hopefully in sustainable ways. While recognising that the core 

Outstanding Universal Value of sites must be protected, finding new modalities to 

work with tourists and the tourism sector is not only a way of managing sites but also 

opens up new much needed income streams and opportunities to engage in the 

meaning of sites at a much deeper level. Ghislaine-van-der-Ploeg, in looking at the 

World Heritage Sites of Epidaurus in Greece, Syracuse in Sicily but also the deferred 

Site of Ostia in Italy, brings out the importance of using contemporary performances 

(plays and musical concerts) to draw attention to the importance of these ancient 

Roman-Greek theatres and to re-shape the use of space. New performances in old 

spaces are a way of engaging with new publics but in this case we can witness the 

active interpretation of the spaces in line with their original use.    

Heritage provides an important fabric for social life and tourism is very much a part of 

such social life. In the urban context the built environment surrounds all and through 

the processes of ‘heritage-making’ some sites are accorded greater value than others. 

Of course urban heritage is important for marking identity and ‘sense of place’ at the 

community, local, regional and national levels. It is important for economic 

development (tourism) and in various formats of adaptive re-use finds itself absorbed 

within urban life. The initial premise of touristic encounters with heritage is visual and 

implicitly and explicitly aesthetics play their part in shaping tourist reactions toward 

buildings and monuments. With the additional embellishment of World Heritage 

status, urban heritage, while gaining protection can result in a distancing effect with 

tourists and the community. Sites are reduced to the ‘look but don’t touch’ status 

that was and still is the marker of museum presentation.  Fran Casey draws our 

attention to the embodied experience of heritage/World Heritage, that for some 

introduces worries about protection and for others opens up new possibilities for 

touristic/public engagement. In her articulation of ‘urban explorers’ she touches upon 

some important and largely under-researched questions relating to the extent to 

which some heritage is not preserved/conserved but can be allowed to decay, the 

ways in which we can still gain meaning from and accord value to such decaying sites 

and the accommodation of / access to embodied exploration of sites. Her case study 

of the ruins of Hashima in Japan as a potential playground for a group of urban 

explorers with a genuine desire to understand and access its value raises fascinating 

questions that can be examined further in the World Heritage context.  

Wherever there is heritage there is tourism and all debates and discussions are 

amplified when dealing with the category of World Heritage. For the researcher, it is 

important to stretch the canvas of debate so as to move away from the more 

pedestrian studies that just see tourism/tourist activity as having impact. This involves 
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deeper interrogation that deals with World Heritage not as isolated and objectified 

sites and landscapes but rather as integrated into more complex, continuous and 

dynamic socio-cultural patterns, histories, geographies and economies.      
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